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Let's kindle the
fire !
by Ellie Lagarde, editor
The NUUF Newsletter is rising from the
ashes . After a year of beautiful services
and growing membership, we can safely
say the basics are in order. So it's time to
think forward, about the future of our little
congregation.
Exciting new projects are underway,
enthusiasm is running high and this
newsletter will hopefully give you a taste of
what's to come. The new board's priority
this year is community building, so we can
expand our efforts to both welcome
newcomers and stay in touch with our
faithful members. The return of the
newsletter is a step in that direction.
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We hope you will come back from the
summer relaxed, energized and ready to
join us, in whichever way you can. Here you
will find a few ways you can participate
already. In the following pages you will find
a community survey, a list of committees
who need new members, recaps of
previous events, and a who's who of the
new board.
We wish you a joyful, fruitful end of
summer. Together, let's make this a year to
remember !
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comments, feedback, suggestions
for the newsletter ? contact
nuufnews@nuuf.nl

Next Event
2 September - Service by
Rev. Derek Suchard
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SEASON'S GREETINGS
A Summer Invocation

Monthly Global Chalice Lighting

by Mathilde
read at the Women's Group
Summer Solstice celebration

by Jaume de Marcos, Unitarian
Church of Barcelona, Spain.

Blessed Litha, sacred fire
In this solemn moment, when
Mystical sunrise stirs desire
voices subside, when silence can be
Fireflies and summer sun
heard ; We light this chalice for all
In circles round we become as one
SEASON'S GREETINGS
| 1 us, and also for
those who preceded
Singing songs at magic’s hour
those who will follow us.
We bring the winds and timeless power
Queen of heaven and of earth
We celebrate thy bright rebirth
May we enjoy thy blessed rays
In those wondrous solstice days
Ascending cycle to fulfill
Dancing on the silver hill

We light the chalice for those who
made possible that we are here
today, because in spite of their
failings and limitations, a dream
moved them to light a chalice just
as we are doing.

And for those who will burn a flame
Standing sacred beneath the sky COMMUNITY NEWS | 2
when we are no longer, when they
We catch the fire from out its eye
will renew this light, full of hope and
As oak and myrrh and mugwort burn
enthusiasm. This light shines for all
Elder, chamomile and fern
of them, for those who came before,
The sacred serpent eats the spring
and for those who will come later.
Then brings autumn on the wing
Burning wreaths of sweet vervain
And for us, who are living in
The spirit will return again
between, linking past and future
together.
Breathless we sway beside the sea
We call the goddess, so mote it be
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COMMUNITY NEWS
A Message from your President
Dear NUUF members and friends,
I'm honored to be chosen as President of the board and I'm very excited about this coming year. Let me tell you why I'm
so excited. Having been on the board for many of the last 10 years, I have seen the ups and downs, the opportunities and
missteps within the fellowship. I have learned to recognize the difference between nice words, hopeful intent and
effective change - to see when the binds between us are loosening and fraying and when the fellowship is unified and
weaving in the same direction.
What I see right now is new energy, I feel the sense of community and purpose deepening and broadening. New people
are finding us, old friends are returning and new members are offering to help improve our organizational capabilities.
GREETINGS
| 1 and soon three, of our younger
This past year service attendance was very stableSEASON'S
around 22 people
each month. Two,
members are studying theology. The new (and youthful) board just held a marathon meeting with clear priorities and
established attainable steps to achieve goals old and new.
This is why I am optimistic for what this next year will bring us as a community. But to continue building a safe space, to
support each other, and to realize our communal ideals it will take combined effort. The board exists to ensure our
organization runs smoothly but can't and shouldn't be the ones doing all of the work nor making all the decisions. The
more people who are involved in their own way, the more we create a spiritual home which is a true expression of its
members.
A few years ago many NUUF members joined together to create our Vision statement. As we prepare for the next season
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there are a few pillars from our Vision which I would like us to reflect on: Commitment and growth in active involvement
among the members, taking responsibility and strengthening connections. These are the building blocks which can form
the foundation for us to reach upwards towards the rest of our Vision.
In the last couple months there have been some great developments including establishing an active welcoming
committee, an environmental justice committee, and now the return of this very newsletter! Both new committees have
enthusiastic chairpersons to lead the way - let's support them and make sure they have enough committee members to
fulfill these goals .
With a more active group there are lots of possibilities for us to broaden our activities and deepen our connections in the
future: offering religious education programs for adults and children, forming small chalice circles or other tight-knit
activities. Once enough people become involved we could also engage more outwardly through social action,
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involvement in the community around us, taking part in interfaith discussions and showing solidarity with oppressed
groups. If this inspires you, or you have other ideas you want the fellowship to pursue, your first step towards helping
make them happen could be filling in the survey linked in this newsletter.
It is in connection, engagement, and challenging ourselves to live up to our shared vision, that we make a place worth
coming back to time and again.

Albert Manders,
President of the NUUF Board 2018*2019
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COMMUNITY NEWS
Committees looking for help !
Are you a young strapping lad or lass with energy to spend ? A fierce organizer who burns to do
something for their community ? An experienced elder with wisdom to impart ? Do you want to
receive your community's eternal gratitude and occasionally some cookies ? Then we are looking for
YOU ! These committees need fresh blood :

Welcoming
Come join the welcoming committee! Would you like to be the friendly face of NUUF? Would you
like to help create an open, inclusive environment for guests and current members? Wait no
more and contact welcome@nuuf.nlSEASON'S
to join the loveliest
of committees.
Wine and cheese
GREETINGS
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included during board meetings.
Environmental Justice
If we do not have a sustainable environment, we have no functioning society. Without a
functioning society, we have no justice. No justice, no peace.
Although our goals are mighty, our actions must first be local. We have many ideas about how to
interact with movements and initiatives that have budded here in the Netherlands. Let’s meet
COMMUNITY
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and discuss them, so we can figure out how
to best support
them.| Contact
social-action@nuuf.nl
Hospitality
Every little contribution goes a long way. If you're too busy for a full time committee, we will
also need a few people to help with the kitchen during services - this is a very simple way to
get involved, you can do it just once if you wish. Just enough to let our overworked Eva
enjoy some services once in a while ! contact helpers@nuuf.nl
SPIRITUAL INSPIRATIONS
It's survey
time ! | 3

We want to know what you think ! In order to put together
services that give meaning to your life and keep you coming back,
we need know what your experience of previous services was. Do
you have some brilliant ideas to make our community warmer,
more involved ? Here's your occasion to shine :

https://nl.surveymonkey.com/r/TJRK3PB
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PREVIOUS AND UPCOMING
Summertime gatherings
On June the 15th, the women's group had its yearly open gathering for the Summer Solstice - that means
men included ! We all went to a lovely park near Brenda's house, lit a bonfire, threw in cardamom seeds,
listened to poetry and sang lovely songs about joy and summer and most importantly, fire. Fire energy to help
us carry our vision to term and live an inspired life. This ritual was led by the younger generations, and they
did admirably. We scared a few onlookers in the process, but another woman passing by dared to sit with us
and she didn't regret it. So overall, we are an approachable bunch of strange park-singing people.
Then in the end of June, we received a visit from Diane Rollert, UUA Ambassador. After a friendly dinner with
the board, during which she gave us useful advice on how to grow our little community, she began the Sunday
service, cheekly named ‘Call me Maybe",
by quoting
film director |Guillermo
del Toro.
SEASON'S
GREETINGS
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Monsters, he tells us, are created to address the crooked parts of ourselves, that we’d rather keep in the dark.
But they are just as deserving of love as our sunny selves, because they shape us into who we are. And so
Diane invited us to go back to where those monsters are often made - in our earlier years, and more
specifically, through the broken human connections we have left behind on our path.
Diane is a wonderful storyteller, witty and warm, and her knowledge of the craft shows through in her ability
to engage her audience. The vulnerability with which she shared moments of her own difficult past created a
space in which we would feel safe to do the same. This is part of the best of what UU has to offer : our speakers
COMMUNITY
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all come to us as fellow seekers instead of depositories
of all-powerful
And in that space of
openness we are able to reconsider old buried moments of loss, shame and regret with understanding and
acceptance. We face the truth of what we could have done differently, and what we have learned since that
allowed us to heal or become better people. We honor the twists in the road that held capital lessons, and we
are one step closer to that golden ability of letting go without losing ourselves. As we come to own the
shadows in our past, fear no longer holds us in its grip.
As is said in the Gesher Tsar Me'od we then sang together ‘Life is a narrow bridge, the important thing is to not
be afraid’.
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PREVIOUS AND UPCOMING
Coming up !
“Alzo sprach Zarathushtra: In the beginning”
2 September - Next Service by Rev. Derek Suchard
Many of the dominant ideas in Western religion, ideas which both Unitarianism and Universalism
arose in reaction to, such as heaven (by whatever name), sin, monotheism, the satanic influence,
etc., etc., may very well have their origin in an unexpected precussor…the Zoroastrians. At the
September service, Derek will explore those early roots and see how the ideas that were planted
there then moved on and evolved in Judaism, Christianity, Islam and, yes, even unto Unitarian
GREETINGS
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Universalism. And explore whether the SEASON'S
seed that originally
drove Zoroaster
(Zarathushtra) still
speaks to us today.
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EUU Fall Retreat
SPIRITUAL
INSPIRATIONS | 3
2nd-4th
of November
Registration is now open for the EUU Fall Retreat in Cologne, Germany. It will be a weekend full of
learning, discussion, worship, contemplation and friendship with UUs from all over Europe. Early
registration gets you the best rooms. Learn more here (https://mailchi.mp/22f97fd3761d/euu-spring2018-retreat-april-1315-you-are-invited-2768605)
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Albert Manders
President of the
Board

Eva Kortekaas
Vice-President

Albert was born in
the Netherlands but
grew up in
Pittsburgh,
Pennsylvania, where
he was raised UU and
studied Business and
Anthropology at the
University of
Pittsburgh. In 2006
he returned to the
Netherlands and has
been working in
music as a
performer, composer
and producer. He is a
founding director of
a Stichting Present
Sound, a non-profit
that organizes
contemporary music
projects. He has been
coming to NUUF for
more than 11 years
and has served on
the board previously
as president, vicepresident and
secretary.

Netherlands (Dutch &
Australian parents), I
I’m Eva Kortekaas
was raised in a
and I will be
strongly religious
serving as Viceprotestant family in
President this
the Netherlands.
year. I've been a
At age 19, I declined
part of NUUF since
membership of the
2009. Besides
(Nederlands
serving as ViceCOMMUNITY NEWS | 2
Hervormd) protestant
President I am also
church. I immigrated
part of the
to the US in 1975
Worship
We and our children
Committee. When I
joined the Palatine IL
joined NUUF I
UU congregation in
found a warm
1991. We moved to
community where
the Netherlands in
I could live my
1993 and became
faith in openness
active in NUUF until
and freedom, but
returning to the US in
at the same time
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1998.
have the space to
Back in Holland since
explore and
2010 I became
challenge it as
NUUF’s treasurer in
well. I want to
2014. It is wonderful
contribute to
to see NUUF go from
make it a similar
a shrinking
place for others.
congregation to a
vibrant one again
with 30+ members &
MEET THE NEW
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friends

Michael de Jong,
Treasurer
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Ellie Lagarde,
Secretary
Hi, I'm Ellie, new
Secretary of the Board.
I will also be in charge
of the newsletter, and
work on the
Communications,
Worship and
Welcoming
committees. As an
atheist with a pagan
and catholic
background and a
lifelong interest in
spirituality,NUUF felt
like home right away,
so I became an active
member after one year.
My goal this year as a
new UU is to learn
more about its rich
3 traditions, and share
this journey with you.
In everyday life I study
Conflict Resolution at
the University of
Amsterdam. I'm
French-Dutch, and I
like writing, getting lost
in the forest and being
surprised by the
endless diversity of
life.
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Derek Suchard,
Ministry
Committee
Rev. Dr. Derek
Suchard is a UU
minister with the
NUUF since 2006.
He has a doctorate
in Systematic
Theology from
Radboud
University
Nijmegen, with a
specialism in
Inter-religious
dialogue.
Canadian-born
and -bred, Derek
moved to the
Netherlands in
1992 with his wife
Liesbeth and son
Benjamin. They
live (dogless) in
Haarlem.

Brenda de Jong,
Marjanne Bruin,
Communications
Welcoming
SEASON'S Committee
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Committee

Claire
Fitzpatrick,
Environmental
Justice
Committee

I was born in West
CLAIRE FITZPATRICK,
Hi everyone, I'm
Virginia and raised as a
D.C. is an authority in
Marjanne, Dutch,
causal Baptist. As a
the fields of
amateur harpist,
teen, I took a class in
chiropractic, human
fervent tea drinker
World Religions with a
health, human
and new head of
Methodist-turnedempowerment, and
the welcoming
Buddhist professor. He
Western mysticism. She
committee. I've
blew my mindCOMMUNITY
with
is a Doctor of
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been
coming|to
films featuring Jesus,
Chiropractic, a Reiki
NUUF for two
Meher Baba &
Healer Master, and a 4th
years, and the
Yogananda – plus some
Degree Wiccan High
welcome I got at
groovy transcendental
Priestess. She is
the beginning was
sound tracks. That
dedicated to working
so warm and
experience showed me
with the spirit of Mother
inclusive, my goal
my first glimpse of
Earth, and showing
is to make every
religious unity. Soon
others how, by making
new person who
after that I became a
personal health a
comes to a service
hippy, vegetarian and
priority, we naturally
feel accepted and
seeker. I read Richard
SPIRITUALembraced
INSPIRATIONS
| 3 open to the spirit of
into our
Alpert’s “Be Here Now”
connectiveness and
group.
(It changed me forever)
compassion necessary
and followed Guru
to act for the benefit of
Maharaji’s program of
our global home. She is
satsang, service and
a current member of the
meditation. In the 80s, I
Worship Committee,
embraced feminist
and heads the newlytheology, and in the 90s
formed Environmental
MEET THE NE
I became a UU. My day
Justice Committee. You
job is running the
can find out more about
English Center.
Claire Fitzpatrick at
fitzpatrickchiropractic.n
l.

